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Demo Exercise: Statistics Calculator
Description:

This exercise provides an introduction to using the statistics calculator in NHSN to compare two rates
or two proportions to each other.

Example:

You are interested in looking at the CAUTI rate in your 71ICU during the first half of 2012. Your facility
participated in a prevention collaborative focusing on CAUTI in 2012, and you are curious to see
whether or not your CAUTI rate and urinary catheter utilization ratio differ significantly between the
first and second quarters.
The data below is from a CAUTI rate table for your facility.
Location
71ICU

Summary
Qtr
2012 Q1

CAUTI
Count
3

Urinary
Cath Days
677

CAUTI
Rate
4.431

Patient
Days
1363

Urinary Cath
Util Ratio
0.497

71ICU

2012 Q2

1

720

1.389

1531

0.470

Use NHSN’s Statistics Calculator to answer the following questions:
1. Did the 71ICU’s CAUTI rate change significantly between the first and second quarters of 2012?
2. Did the 71ICU’s urinary catheter utilization ratio change significantly between the first and second
quarters of 2012?

Using the Statistics Calculator:
The Statistics Calculator can be found under Analysis> Statistics Calculator on the left navigation bar.
It is used to determine whether a statistically significant difference exists between two numbers.

Question 1:
The first question asks you to compare two rates, so the appropriate option to compare two incidence
density rates is selected.
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•

Consider each
‘data source’ as
one of the rates
for
comparison.
Data source #1
will be the first
quarter CAUTI
rate, and data
source #2 will
be the second
quarter CAUTI
rate.

•

The numerator
is the CAUTI
Count.

•

The
denominator is
the number of
urinary
catheter days.

•

Select the Multiplier value based on the type of rates you are comparing. In this case, CAUTI
rates use a Multiplier of 1,000.

•

You may create a title for the output.

•

Click Calculate.

Question 2:

The second question asks you to compare two device-utilization ratios. Select the appropriate
option to compare two proportions.

•

Consider each data source
as one of the deviceutilization ratios for
comparison.

•

The numerator is the
number of urinary
catheter days for each
quarter.

•

The denominator is the
total number of patient
days for each quarter.

•

You may create a title for
the output.

•

Click Calculate.

